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Phonology and phonetics in functional 
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Abstract: In this paper we discuss the interfaces between phonological and pho-
netic representations in Functional Discourse Grammar, and the possible mis-
matches that occur at those interfaces. Firstly, we discuss different definitions of 
phonological opacity in the literature, and provide examples with these defini-
tions. We argue that mismatches between phonological and phonetic representa-
tions can result from competing pressures of articulatory ease and perceptual 
distinctivity. In order to model these influences and the resulting mismatches 
adequately, the model should not be organised strictly top-down: we argue that 
FDG should incorporate bottom-up influence from the phonetics on the pho-
nology. We show that these influences are language- specific, which entails that 
 bottom-up feedback must involve the Grammatical Component. With this modifi-
cation of the model’s architecture, language users’ tendency to speak efficiently 
can be incorporated into the model, explaining a wide array of phenomena such 
as (synchronic) reduction, the cross-linguistic frequency of phonological alterna-
tions, and (diachronic) grammaticalization.

Keywords: functional phonology, phonology–phonetics interfaces, mismatches, 
opacity, reduction, grammaticalization

1 Introduction
This article focuses on the phonological and phonetic representations in Func-
tional Discourse Grammar (hereafter “FDG”), their interfaces, and the possible 
mismatches in which they are involved. We argue that the model, as far as pho-
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nology and phonetics are concerned, should not be organized strictly top-down: 
it must allow for bottom-up influences from the phonetics on the phonology. Fur-
thermore, we argue that this bottom-up feedback must involve the Grammatical 
Component, because these influences are language-specific. With this modifica-
tion of the model’s architecture, language users’ tendency to speak efficiently can 
be incorporated into the model, explaining a wide array of phenomena such as 
(synchronic) reduction, the cross-linguistic frequency of phonological alterna-
tions, and (diachronic) grammaticalization.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the notions 
of transparency and opacity in FDG, as well as their possible motivations; in 
Section 3, we explain how the notion of opacity is commonly used in the pho-
nological literature; Section 4 treats the phonological and phonetic representa-
tions that have been proposed for FDG; Section 5 is concerned with the interfaces 
within and between phonological and phonetic representations, as well as pos-
sible mismatches between these representations. In Section 6 we argue that the 
model, as far as phonology and phonetics are concerned, cannot maintain its 
top-down organization: phonetic considerations exert a bottom-up effect on pho-
nological representations. The conclusion remains for Section 7.

2 Opacity in FDG, and its motivations
In this section we provide examples of opaque phenomena, first in general, and 
second in the phonetic and phonological literature. We also discuss the various 
possible motivations for different types of opacity to arise.

2.1 Examples of opacity and their motivations

Over the last few years, much work in FDG has been devoted to the notions of 
transparency and opacity: Hengeveld (2011) provides an introduction of the rel-
evant concepts, Contreras-García (2013) compares the way that different linguis-
tic frameworks deal with transparency, and large-scale typological surveys were 
done by Leufkens (2015) and Hengeveld and Leufkens (2018). FDG’s multi-level 
architecture is well suited for a straightforward definition of transparency as a 
one-to-one relation between two elements of different levels of representation, 
or between two elements within a single level of representation; opacity is the 
absence of such a relation. We choose to follow Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s (this 
volume) definition, who regard mismatches strictly as numerical deviations of 
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a one-to-one relation. This means that correspondences between elements that 
are not prototypically related (e.g. between a State-of-Affairs and a noun), or 
correspondences between discrete elements and continuous representations, do 
not constitute mismatches under their (and our) definition. Mismatches occur at 
interfaces, that is, mechanisms of the grammar that execute a set of operations. 
Hengeveld and Mackenzie recognize Conceptualization, Formulation, Encoding, 
Articulation and Contextualization as interfaces, but in Section 5 we will add 
interfaces pertaining to mechanisms operating between and within phonological 
and phonetic sublevels.

We will illustrate opacity by means of a Dutch sentence that contains (at 
least) three opaque phenomena.

(1) Mijn zus Sophie woon-t in de binnenstad
poss.1sg sister Sophie live-prs.3sg in def.comm city_center
van Praag
of Prague
‘My sister Sophie lives in the city center of Prague.’

The first phenomenon is apposition, as seen in the noun phrase mijn zus Sophie: 
there are two Referential Subacts at the Interpersonal Level, but these only cor-
respond to a single Individual at the Representational Level. Such a many-to-one 
relation is opaque.

The second opaque phenomenon is clausal agreement, which happens 
within the Morphosyntactic Level. The noun phrase mijn zus Sophie is the subject 
of example (1); in addition, the subject is marked by an agreement suffix –t on the 
verb. Such clausal agreement is opaque, because the same referent is expressed 
morphosyntactically twice.

A third opaque property is grammatical gender, as seen in de binnenstad. 
Dutch has two nominal genders: common and neuter. The word binnenstad has 
common gender, even though it does not possess any semantic properties that 
motivate why it should have common or neuter gender. In FDG, this means that a 
specification at the Morphosyntactic Level has no counterpart at the Representa-
tional Level. Such a none-to-one relation is opaque. A language would have 
transparent syntactic gender if it encoded natural gender distinctions morpho-
syntactically, or if it did not mark gender at all, like English.

Both in FDG studies on transparency and in other literature, some opaque 
phenomena have been argued to be motivated by communicative advantages 
(e.g. Dahl 2004; Barbiers 2008; Trudgill 2009; Leufkens 2015, to appear). This 
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especially holds for phenomena that involve some form of redundancy,1 i.e. they 
supply a piece of information multiple times. For instance, in example (1), there 
are two items that signal the subject of the clause, and while such a structure 
is not transparent, it does provide the listener with an extra cue to identify the 
subject correctly. This increases the robustness of the transmission of informa-
tion, likely increasing the probability of communicative success. Additionally, 
redundancy has been argued to facilitate processing (e.g. Coles-White 2004; 
Nichols 2009), increase saliency (Petré 2019), and increase learnability of the 
redundantly marked feature (e.g. Audring 2014).

However, other forms of opacity clearly lead to a decrease in learnability. For 
example, grammatical gender is notoriously difficult for language learners (De 
Houwer and Gillis 1998 and Blom et al. 2008 for Dutch; Van der Velde 2004 for 
Dutch and French; White et al. 2004 for Spanish): because gender is not predict-
able in these languages, learners will need to memorize the gender of each indi-
vidual noun. In a grammatical judgment task of a semi-artificial language with 
determiner–noun agreement, Ćurčić (2018: 30) found that learners scored correctly 
more often on noun phrases in which the gender of the noun was motivated bio-
logically than on items where it was not. The same holds for instances of irregu-
larity in verbs, such as the vowel alternations that English strong verbs undergo 
when inflected for past tense: memorising which verbs undergo which alternation 
requires an extra effort that is disadvantageous to language users and learners. This 
type of opaque phenomena emerges when pragmatically or semantically motivated 
rules grammaticalize over time into purely morphosyntactic rules or features. As 
such, they have been referred to in the literature as “historical junk” (Lass 1997).

A possible strategy of language users to eliminate opacity is regularization, 
the elimination of exceptions in favour of regular, predictable structures: this 
strategy has been attested in the laboratory (a.o. Hudson Kam and Newport 2005; 
Smith and Wonnacott 2010; Seinhorst 2017). Regularization occurs in natural lan-
guage too, a classic example being strong verbs that become weak diachronically 
(cf. Lieberman et al. 2007 for a corpus study of English). The likelihood and speed 
of this process seems to depend on social properties of the language community: 
loss of opacity proceeds more quickly in a community with a large L2 learner pro-

1 Redundancy can be viewed as a subtype of degeneracy. The latter involves structurally different 
elements that fulfill the same function, such as the expression of past tense by means of ablaut 
(speak > spoke) or by a suffix (talk > talked) in English, or the multiple expressions of argument 
information in the case of argument–verb agreement (Van de Velde 2014). In our interpretation of 
redundancy, the term only applies to situations in which the structurally different elements occur 
within the same phrase or clause. Hence, agreement marking is a case of both degeneracy and of 
redundancy, while past tense inflection in English is a case of degeneracy but not of redundancy.
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portion and in situations of language contact, while phenomena like grammatical 
gender and irregular inflection are more likely to be retained in relatively isolated 
communities with a large proportion of L1 speakers (e.g. Kusters 2003; Lupyan and 
Dale 2010; Trudgill 2011). In such languages, opaque features may persist because 
they do not seem to reduce learnability, despite the absence of a clear communica-
tive or perceptual motivation. It should be noted that languages may also exhibit 
deregularization, for instance when weak verbs become strong: an example would 
be the verb make, which used to be weak with past tense maked. However, we are 
not aware of any sources that directly compare the effect sizes of both phenomena 
(regularization and deregularization) with an appropriate statistical analysis.

2.2 Opacity in phonology and phonetics, and its motivation

The examples of opacity in the previous subsection pertain to the Interpersonal, 
Representational and Morphosyntactic Levels in FDG, but mismatches may occur 
in the phonology and phonetics as well, for instance at the interface of Phono-
logical Encoding. A phonological surface transcription of example (1), repeated 
here as (1′) for convenience, would look as (2), with periods indicating syllable 
boundaries:

(1′) Mijn zus Sophie woon-t in de binnenstad van
poss.1sg sister Sophie live-prs.3sg in def.comm city_center of
Praag
Prague
‘My sister Sophie lives in the city center of Prague.’

(2) /mɛin.zʏso.fi.ʋoːnt.ʔɪn.də.bɪ.nə.stɑt.fɑm.praːχ/

The different nature of the representations (orthographic in (1′), phonological in 
(2)) makes it somewhat difficult to compare them at first glance, but some differ-
ences can be seen, of which we will discuss two here. Firstly, of the two consecutive 
s-es in zus Sophie, only a single /s/ remains: this is an example of degemination,
a process in which two successive identical consonants are reduced to a singleton 
segment. The remaining /s/ is ambisyllabic, which we indicated here by underlin-
ing it; this means that it is simultaneously the coda of one syllable and the onset of 
the following syllable. This happens because the Maximum Onset Principle (Kahn 
1976; Selkirk 1981) requires segments to be assigned to onsets whenever possible,
but since Dutch syllables cannot end in lax vowels such as /ʏ/, the same segment
needs to function as the coda of that syllable as well.
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Secondly, the final n of van is realized as a labial nasal /m/, instead of a 
coronal /n/, because it has assimilated to the place of articulation of the follow-
ing consonant. Both these phenomena suggest opaque mappings between some 
sort of lexical representations and their realisations; we will further discuss these 
representations in Section 3.

The existence of such opaque mappings cannot be motivated only by the 
same motivations we mentioned above, because many of these phonological pro-
cesses do not seem to yield any advantages in terms of processing, learnability, or 
robustness of transmission, nor can they be seen as “historical junk”; there must 
be another explanation. In functionalist approaches to phonology and phonetics 
(a.o. Passy 1890; Martinet 1960; Boersma 1998), two forces are assumed to be 
at play: a pressure towards perceptual clarity, and a pressure towards articula-
tory ease.2 This entails that language users prefer unambiguous auditory cues 
in order to aid successful communication, while at the same time speakers try to 
expend as little gestural effort as necessary to convey a phonological contrast. 
These forces counteract each other, as careful speech is typically more effortful 
than sloppy speech: speakers aim to strike an optimal balance between the two 
factors, and try to be as efficient as possible in making themselves understood. 
In addition, we should acknowledge that regressive assimilations are arguably 
advantageous to the listener, because they anticipate upcoming content and 
thereby facilitate word recognition: in our example above, the labial place of the 
nasal signals the presence of a following labial consonant.

The tendency towards perceptual clarity will try to prevent opaque map-
pings, so such mappings are more likely due to considerations of articulatory 
effort. The interaction of these pressures is not only situation-specific, but also 
language-specific: for instance, coronal nasals undergo place assimilation in 
English, but not in Limburgish (cf. Section 4). Considerable cross-linguistic var-
iation is also found in, for instance, phonotactic restrictions: whereas complex 
syllable onsets are illicit in many languages, probably because they compromise 
articulatory ease as well as perceptual distinctivity, Georgian allows for at least 
six segments in this position.

2 In this paper, we take a dynamic approach to the FDG framework by considering it as a model 
that reflects the process of the language user. This can be contrasted with a view of the model 
as primarily describing grammar, that is, reflecting a static version of the language system. For 
example, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2008: 2) state that FDG is not a model of the speaker, but 
“a theory about grammar, but one that tries to reflect psycholinguistic evidence in its basic ar-
chitecture.” Without taking position as to whether FDG should model speakers or grammars, 
our aim in this paper is to incorporate evidence about the interplay between functional forces 
in phonology and phonetics, as it exists in the individual speaker–listener, into the FDG model.
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It is often assumed that the tendency to be clear co-determines the grammat-
ical choices of a speaker, either within a certain utterance or within the entire 
sound system, possibly taking the listener’s perception process into account 
(Martinet 1960; Kirchner 1998/2001; Padgett 2003; Hendriks and De Hoop 2001 
for semantics). Boersma and Hamann (2008) argue for a non-teleological alterna-
tive: language users learn in perception which auditory cues are least ambiguous, 
and reuse this same knowledge in production.

The interaction of the tendencies towards perceptual clarity and articula-
tory ease manifests itself in various domains, both at the level of the individual 
speaker and at the level of the linguistic system. For instance, speakers tend to 
reduce repetitions of words by, for instance, centralizing vowels and/or deleting 
segmental content (Koopmans-van Beinum 1980; Ernestus 2000; Johnson 2004); 
listeners are not able to recognize reduced forms outside of context, but if context 
is provided they do identify such forms correctly (Kemps et al. 2004). In the struc-
ture of sound systems, the maintenance of auditory contrast plays a central role 
(Liljencrants and Lindblom 1972; Ten Bosch 1991), but only to the extent that 
sufficient contrast is ensured. Because both pressures exert effects in various 
domains of the linguistic system, we argue that they have to be integrated in the 
grammar. We return to this matter in Section 4.

3 The term ‘opacity’ in the phonological literature
Phonologists would not normally refer to the mismatches discussed in the previ-
ous section with the term “opacity”. This notion has been discussed extensively 
in the phonological literature (a.o. Kiparsky 1973; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 
1979), but its definition is more restricted than in FDG-based research (as also 
signalled by Leufkens 2015: 21–22). In order to understand the difference between 
what we will call “FDG opacity”, that is, the use defined in Section 2.1, and “pho-
nological opacity”, that is, the use defined in this section, we need to know a bit 
more about phonological theory. 

Generative models of phonology traditionally assume two levels of rep-
resentation: an underlying form (UF) and a surface form (SF) (Chomsky and Halle 
1968; Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). The UF is structured in terms of pho-
nemes (i.e. categories that distinguish between different meanings), morphemes, 
and morphophonemic words; it is the underlying form where the phonological 
structure of the morphosyntactic representation is retrieved from the lexicon. The 
SF is structured in terms of prosodic units such as syllables, phonological feet, 
and intonational phrases; the morphophonemic boundaries that are still present 
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at UF have been erased at SF. The SF is subject to phonotactic restrictions, and in 
order to ensure that these restrictions are met, repairs to the UF may be required. 
For instance, the Dutch UF |ɦɔnd+ən| ‘dogs’ surfaces as /ɦɔndən/, but the singu-
lar |ɦɔnd| surfaces as /ɦɔnt/, because Dutch does not allow phonological words 
to end in a voiced obstruent. The mismatches in Section 2.2 are examples of such 
repairs: in the underlying representation of transcription (2), there are two adja-
cent |s| segments, because |zʏs| zus ‘sister’ and |sofiː| Sophie are still divided by a 
morpheme boundary; at SF, this boundary has been deleted, and therefore a pho-
notactic restriction that disallows geminates can apply. Similarly, we assume that 
underlyingly there is still a final |n| in |vɑn| van ‘of’, because this is most likely 
the form that has been stored in the mental lexicon; however, the labial place of 
articulation of the initial |p| in |praːχ| Praag ‘Prague’ causes this |n| to surface as 
a labial /m/ (as in (2)). In Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004; 
hereafter “OT”), the relation between UF and SF is evaluated by so-called faithful-
ness constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1995), that aim to preserve the information 
in the UF and prevent any mismatches such as degemination or place assimila-
tion. In the UF–SF mapping, then, this notion of faithfulness is an example of 
transparency as applied in FDG research by Hengeveld and Leufkens (2018), and 
any violations of faithfulness induce opacity in the sense it is used in FDG. 

However, the term “opacity” is used differently in the phonological literature, 
where it is a possible property of a transformational rule, or of an interaction of 
transformational rules. Such rules have the format A → B / C __ D, where A, B, C 
and D are phonological features, matrices of features, or contexts such as syllable 
boundaries; the format means that A changes into B if it follows C and precedes 
D. A and B can also be empty sets, in the case of epenthesis and deletion, respec-
tively; at least one of the contexts C or D needs to be present. A rule, or an interac-
tion of rules, is said to be opaque when one of three conditions is met: (i) there are 
surface representations in which A occurs in the context C __ D too; (ii) there are
surface representations in which the rule or interaction of rules creates B in a dif-
ferent context than C__D; (iii) there are surface representations in which B occurs 
in the context C__D, but it has not been created by the rule or interaction of rules. 

For instance, in Japanese, a phonological process exists that palatalizes con-
sonants before front high vowels; another process deletes high vowels between 
voiceless obstruents. The UF |sika|, then, is realized as the SF /ɕka/. This interac-
tion is opaque: the palatalization process introduces an alveolopalatal fricative 
segment, but the trigger for this segment is subsequently deleted by the vowel 
deletion process. In this example, the palatalization rule needs to apply first; if 
the high vowel deletion would occur first, we would get an incorrect (i.e. unat-
tested) output. Both the correct and incorrect orders are shown in (3), where the 
asterisk indicates an unattested form.
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(3) correct derivation: incorrect derivation:
sika underlying form sika underlying form
ɕika palatalisation ska high vowel deletion
ɕka high vowel deletion ska palatalisation (n/a)
ɕka surface form *ska surface form

Another example is found in Canadian English. This variety of English has a 
phonological rule that raises low vowels before voiceless obstruents (“vowel 
raising”), and another rule that turns coronal stops into flaps if they occur in 
between vowels (“intervocalic flapping”). The derivations of the words writing 
and riding are given in (4). In the underlying representations, the only difference 
between the forms is the voicing feature value of the final segment of the root; 
as a consequence of this difference, writing undergoes vowel raising while riding 
does not. Subsequently, the voicing difference is obscured by the intervocalic 
flapping rule. The only difference between the surface forms lies in the quality of 
the diphthong; the interaction of rules that leads to the SF of writing is opaque, 
because this SF contains a raised diphthong followed by a voiced segment, while 
raised vowels normally only occur before voiceless segments. 

(4) derivation of writing: derivation of riding:
ɹaɪt+ɪŋ underlying form ɹaɪd+ɪŋ underlying form
ɹʌɪtɪŋ vowel raising ɹaɪdɪŋ vowel raising (n/a)
ɹʌɪɾɪŋ intervocalic flapping ɹaɪɾɪŋ intervocalic flapping
ɹʌɪɾɪŋ surface form ɹaɪɾɪŋ surface form

In both these examples, it is impossible to arrive at the correct SF without an 
intermediate step: the rules need to apply separately and sequentially. Rule-
based approaches allow for as many intermediate representations as necessary; 
each representation is derived from the last through the application of a transfor-
mational rule, as in (3) and (4). 

However, in OT, the current mainstream framework in generative phonology, 
an SF is derived from a UF directly, and intermediate representations do not exist, 
at least in OT as originated by Prince and Smolensky. To account for the data from 
(3) and (4) with OT, a somewhat hybrid model needs to be assumed that selects
an optimal candidate through a ranking of violable constraints (as in OT), but that 
allows for intermediate representations (as in pre-OT approaches). Such models
are usually referred to as Stratal OT (Bermúdez-Otero 1999; Kiparsky 2000), with a 
“stratum” being an intermediate representation; at every stratum, the OT grammar 
(i.e. the set of constraints as well as their ranking) is different. OT formalizations
of the acquisition of opaque mappings can be found in McCarthy (1999, 2003),
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Kiparsky (2000), Bermúdez-Otero (2003), Jarosz (2016), Nazarov and Pater (2017), 
and Prickett (2019). Learners, both simulated and human, prefer transparent map-
pings over opaque ones (Ettlinger 2008; Kim 2014; Prickett 2019).

It is debated whether opacity is a synchronic, productive process, or instead 
a historically motivated phenomenon (and, as such, another case of “histori-
cal junk” as mentioned earlier), in which case phonological grammars may not 
need to be able to account for it. The answer probably needs to be established 
on a case-by-case basis: Donegan and Stampe (1979) give examples of opaque 
yet productive processes in English, and Al-Mozainy (1981) argues that opacity 
in Bedouin Arabic is indeed productive, but Kawahara (2017) discusses several 
kinds of opacity in Japanese for which the evidence for their productivity is mixed. 
Sanders (2003) divides known cases of opacity into three groups: cases that are 
synchronically unproductive, cases that are synchronically productive but mor-
phologically conditioned, and cases that can be reanalysed transparently.

In summary, the term “opacity” as used in the phonological literature has a 
more restricted application than in the FDG literature. In the remainder of this 
paper, we will restrict the discussion to opacity in the FDG sense of the word.

4 Phonology and phonetics in FDG
As outlined in the previous section, many phonologists assume that at least two 
levels of representation are needed. In the layout of FDG as presented in Hen-
geveld and Mackenzie (2008), the model has a single level of phonological rep-
resentation, which is structured in terms of prosodic constituents and therefore 
seems to be identical to a traditional surface form. O’Neill (2013) proposed to add 
an underlying level, and the terminology in Hengeveld and Leufkens (2018: 158) 
suggests the authors’ acknowledgment of this distinction: “purely phonological 
rules [may] apply that adapt an underlying phoneme to its surface environment”. 
Hengeveld and Mackenzie (this volume) do not explicitly represent the distinc-
tion in their model, but still refer to an underlying phonological representation, 
suggesting that they do in fact recognize the distinction.

As the term “surface form” suggests, many phonologists consider this rep-
resentation to be the one that is accessible to inspection, i.e. directly measurable: 
this means either that the SF is translated into a phonetic representation through 
a universal phonetic encoder that is of no interest to the linguist (the stance taken 
by Chomsky and Halle 1968, and many other generative phonologists), or that the 
SF itself contains phonetic detail, specifying a plan of auditory cues and articula-
tory gestures in addition to phonological prosodic content. Kirchner (1998/2001), 
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for instance, evaluates SF in terms of its articulatory effort. In this view, the SF 
is a mix of discrete (i.e. phonological) and continuous (i.e. phonetic) properties.

A theoretical framework that teases apart phonological and phonetic rep-
resentations is Boersma’s bidirectional model of phonology and phonetics (cf. 
Boersma 2011 for an overview). This framework assumes continuous auditory-
phonetic and articulatory-phonetic representations in addition to the traditional 
discrete phonological UF and SF. This separation allows for an explicit formaliza-
tion of the phonology-phonetics interface. It is also advantageous when explaining a 
number of  phenomena in natural language, such as loanword adaptation (Boersma 
and Hamann 2009), auditory dispersion (Boersma and Hamann 2008; Seinhorst, 
Boersma and Hamann 2019) and h aspiré in French (Boersma 2007). The BiPhon 
model is explicitly bidirectional, meaning that it assumes speaker–listeners to use 
the same knowledge both in perception and in production; FDG focuses on the 
production direction, but can be used in both directions of processing. The BiPhon 
and FDG models differ with respect to their stance on parallel/serial processing: in 
the BiPhon model, “later” representations may influence earlier ones, while FDG 
assumes strict seriality. (For a more detailed comparison of the two models, see 
Seinhorst 2014.) We challenge the assumption of seriality in Section 6.

Following the BiPhon’s model separation of phonology and phonetics, Seinhorst 
(2014) proposed to extend FDG with a Phonetic Level. Since the (sub)levels within 
the Grammatical Component are considered to be discrete representations, this level 
should be placed in the Output Component, where non-discrete processes take place.

Figure 1: The combined architecture of FDG and Boersma’s BiPhon model, proposed by O’Neill 
(2013), who divided the Phonological Level into two representations, and Seinhorst (2014), 
who added the Phonetic Level. We further refine this proposal below and in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 shows part of the architecture of FDG with the four proposed sublev-
els, with strictly top-down processing in the production direction (which we will 
amend in Section 6), and disregarding the Contextual Component for now (but 
again see Section 6 for a discussion on the role of this component in language 
change). The Auditory-Phonetic Sublevel is a representation of auditory events, 
such as formants, frication noise, plosive release bursts, pitches, and so on; the 
Articulatory-Phonetic Sublevel contains a gestural plan specifying the muscle 
movements that are needed to produce the utterance.

These phonetic representations are necessary to make FDG compatible 
with the tenets of functionalist phonology (discussed in Section 2.2). The pres-
sure towards perceptual clarity crucially involves the selection at the Auditory- 
Phonetic Sublevel of the least ambiguous auditory cues for a phonological input 
structure, and the pressure towards articulatory ease crucially involves an eval-
uation of the gestural effort needed to produce the content of the Articulatory- 
Phonetic Sublevel.

Figure 1 reflects the UF–SF distinction familiar from generative phonology, 
but as García Velasco (p.c.) pointed out, the architecture of FDG may make it 
unnecessary to maintain this distinction. In generative phonology, the underlying 
form is the representation where the phonemic form of an utterance is retrieved 
from the lexicon once its morphosyntactic shape has been defined. In FDG, by 
contrast, such phonemic forms may already become available after the Inter-
personal Level, if the Representational and Morphosyntactic Levels are skipped 
(Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 13), or at the Representational Level if the Mor-
phosyntactic Level is skipped (ibid.). In such cases, the output of the formulation 
levels is sent to the Phonological Encoding process, which we could therefore 
interpret as the retrieval of morphophonemic forms from the set of lexemes and 
other primitives, the concatenation of these morphophonemic forms into utter-
ances, and the translation of this concatenation to the prosodic representation 
that is the Phonological Level. We are agnostic with respect to the status of an 
underlying phonological sublevel in FDG, and with respect to the question of 
whether the interface between a lexical representation and a prosodic one is best 
modelled in FDG as an interaction between separate levels or as part of Phono-
logical Encoding; in the remainder of this paper, we will forgo the assumption of 
an underlying sublevel, adhering to the architecture proposed by Hengeveld and 
Mackenzie (2008). The mismatches discussed in this paper do not bear on this 
question.

We might expect that the effects of the tendency towards articulatory ease are 
not language-specific, since all humans have (roughly) the same speech appara-
tus at their disposal, and the notion of effort may therefore be universal. However, 
languages differ in their use of the available auditory and articulatory space. For 
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instance, a vowel system with three vowel heights will occupy a larger auditory 
space than a vowel system with only two heights, and the production of the con-
trasts in this bigger system will require more articulatory effort. At the same time, 
the advantage of this increased effort is a larger number of contrasts, and hence a 
lower degree of perceptual confusion. Another example of the language-specificity 
of the conflict between perceptual clarity and articulatory ease is nasal place assim-
ilation. In many languages, coronal nasals undergo place assimilation to a following 
consonant: for instance, in example (1), the |n| of |vɑn| ‘of’ assimilated to /m/ under 
the influence of the following |p|, deleting the tongue tip gesture that is needed to 
produce an [n]. In Limburgish, however, coronal nasals remain coronal, maintain-
ing the tip tongue gesture (Boersma 1998: 469). Since the outcome of this conflict is 
language-specific, we argue that both forces should be reflected somewhere in the 
Grammatical Component; this will be the topic of Section 6.

5  Interfaces and mismatches between the 
phonological and phonetic levels of FDG

Within FDG, phonological opacity (as defined in Section 3) would emerge in the 
Phonological Encoding process, as a result of two consecutive mismatches that 
should occur in a specific order: in both examples (3) and (4), a substitution is fol-
lowed by a deletion or by another substitution. However, more interfaces involv-
ing phonology and phonetics exist, and therefore many more mismatches occur, 
giving rise to FDG opacity (i.e. the definition from Section 2.1). This section dis-
cusses those interfaces as well as mismatches that may obtain there. We can only 
discuss a small number of mismatches here, although countless examples are 
available: an immense degree of variation exists between languages with regard 
to their phoneme inventories, phonotactic constraints, phonological processes, 
and phonetic implementation.

As noted in Section 4, information can be taken to the phonology from any 
higher level (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2008: 13), but this will usually be the Mor-
phosyntactic Level.

5.1  Mismatches between the morphosyntactic 
and phonological levels

Hengeveld and Leufkens (2018) provide a number of examples of mismatches 
between morphosyntactic and phonological units of representation, for instance 
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when morpheme and syllable boundaries do not coincide, or when multiple syn-
tactic elements are expressed within a single morpheme, as in stem or affix alter-
nations: for instance, in Dutch, the verb lop-en ‘walk-inf’ is realized in the past 
tense as the monomorphemic form |liːp| ‘walk.pst.sg’.

Many other opaque phenomena occur at the interface between the Mor-
phosyntactic and Phonological Levels as well. One such phenomenon is pho-
nologically conditioned allomorph selection, such as the choice between vieux 
and vieil ‘old-m’ in French: this choice depends on the following segment, with 
vieux occuring before consonants or h aspiré. Other such examples are the choice 
between the articles a and an in English, or in some cases, the choice between 
the articles el and la in Spanish: even though the Spanish word agua ‘water’ is 
feminine, it is preceded by the masculine definite article to avoid hiatus. These 
phenomena all represent one-to-many relations between morphemes and their 
phonological realisation.

Another example of a mismatch between the Morphosyntactic and Phono-
logical Levels comes from Yawelmani, an almost extinct Yokutsan language. 
Yawelmani has an underlying contrast between long and short vowels, but long 
vowels are not allowed to surface before a syllable coda (Kenstowicz and Kisse-
berth 1979), as can be seen in the examples in (5). In (5a) the verbal root |xil| ‘to 
tangle’ has a short vowel, which surfaces as short irrespective of the occurrence 
of a syllable coda. In (5b), the long vowel in |saːp| ‘to burn’ surfaces unaltered in 
the dubitative form, because the following /p/ belongs to the second syllable. 
It is, however, shortened in the future passive form, because it precedes a coda 
consonant.

(5) a. Underlyingly short vowels remain short before a syllable coda:
tangle-dub tangle-fut.pass meaning
xil+al xil+nit lexical form
xi.lal xil.nit surface form

b. Underlyingly long vowels become short before a syllable coda:
burn-dub burn-fut.pass meaning
saːp+al saːp+nit lexical form
saː.pal sap.nit surface form

This last example also shows a different mismatch, already mentioned by Hen-
geveld and Leufkens (2018): the misalignment of morphophonemic and prosodic 
units, as a consequence of their fundamentally different natures. The root ‘to burn’ 
is |saːp|, so the underlying form of the dubitative has a morpheme boundary after 
the |p|; however, the Maximum Onset Principle requires that in the syllabification 
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process, onsets be filled first, so in the surface representation, the /p/ is assigned 
to the onset of the second syllable rather than to the coda of the first one. Exam-
ples of this mismatch abound cross-linguistically; the Maximum Onset Principle is 
likely rooted in properties of human audition, preferring large sonority contrasts 
between syllable onsets and syllable nuclei (Delgutte 1982).

Interestingly, many languages display phonological sensitivity to morpholog-
ical class. In Chuukese, an Austronesian language, nouns need to contain at least 
two moras, but verbs may surface as monomoraic (Smith 2011), and in Arabic, roots 
but not affixes may contain pharyngeal segments (McCarthy and Prince 1995). 
Reduplication, the copying of (part of) the phonological structure of a morpholog-
ical unit for morphosyntactic purposes, is a cross-linguistically frequent phenome-
non as well, often used to pluralize or intensify. Consider, for instance, example (6) 
from Etsako, a language spoken in Nigeria (Elimelech 1978), in which reduplication 
of a noun signifies the meaning ‘every’. 

(6) [ówà] ‘house’
[ówǒwà] ‘every house’

These phenomena are not examples of mismatches, but they show how morphology 
and phonology may interact.

5.2  Mismatches between any higher level 
and the phonological level

Although the Morphosyntactic Level is the most frequent supplier of input to the 
Phonological Encoding module, it is not the only one. Regardless of the input level, 
Phonological Encoding translates a phonemic representation into a representa-
tion that is structured in terms of intonational and phonological phrases, words, 
syllables, segments, and possibly moras, if those are needed in the description of 
the language; this representation obeys language-specific phonotactic restrictions. 
Hengeveld and Leufkens (2018: 158) already mention a number of phonological 
processes that may decrease transparency during Phonological Encoding, such as 
vowel harmony, nasal (place) assimilation, and final devoicing (the process that 
requires Dutch word-final obstruents to be voiceless, cf. Section 3). Hengeveld (2011) 
also mentions Dutch degemination (cf. Section 2.2), Spanish diphthongization, and 
Turkish vowel harmony as opaque features that emerge “when phonological rules 
apply that adapt an underlying phoneme to its phonological environment”, hence 
on the interface between a phonemic form and the Phonological Level. Leufkens 
(2011) adds nasalization, segment epenthesis and deletion. Yet other processes 
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that may occur in this interface are, for instance, vowel reduction, tone spreading, 
tonal sandhi, and so on. These are all examples of phenomena where a mismatch 
is found between the stored form of the lexeme and the way in which it surfaces in 
the Phonological Level, violating the notion of faithfulness (cf. Section 3) in order to 
ensure that the surface representation meets phonotactic requirements.

Example (6) above, repeated here as (7), is not only a case of reduplication 
but also an example of tone spreading. Etsako has two lexical tones: high (H) 
and low (L). It also has a phonological rule that deletes a vowel if it is followed 
by another vowel. In a phrase like |ówà#ówà| ‘every house’ (example 7a.), for 
instance, the |à| from the first word needs to be deleted, in order to resolve possi-
ble hiatus (i.e. two adjacent vowels in successive syllables). However, the deletion 
of this vowel leaves its high tone stranded (7b.), since tone is autosegmental, i.e. 
represented on a tier separately from the segments (Goldsmith 1976; Clements 
1976; McCarthy 1981). The stranded tone is then associated with the next syllable. 
Since this syllable already carries a high tone in addition to the formerly stranded 
tone, it surfaces with a rising (LH) tone /ówǒwà/ (7c.).

(7) a. lexical representation owa # owa (CV tier)
 |  |  |  |
H L H L (tonal tier)

b. hiatus resolution ow # owa
 |  |  |
H L H L

c. prosodic representation (PL) ow # owa
 |       / |  |
H    L H L

This process yields a form that obeys the phonotactic restrictions of Etsako, in 
terms of both segments and tones; note that, although the hiatus resolution 
induces opacity at the segmental tier because it deletes a vowel, the tone of this 
vowel was maintained. Thus, the mapping from the lexical representation to the 
prosodic representation is transparent as far as the tonal tier is concerned.

5.3  The interface between the phonological and phonetic levels

The interface between the Phonological and Phonetic Levels is the interface 
between the Grammatical Component and the Output Component: this is where 
the discrete is translated into the continuous, in a process we would like to call 
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Phonetic Encoding. Following Boersma (2009, 2011), we assume that the prosodic 
representation (the traditional surface representation, and the Phonological 
Level in FDG) is translated into an auditory and an articulatory process in paral-
lel, as opposed to the strict top-down processing in Figure 1 above. The Phonetic 
Encoding process uses all knowledge of the relation between discrete phonolog-
ical units and their auditory and articulatory correlates, for instance the knowl-
edge that a plosive segment is usually marked by an auditory release, or that a 
phonologically high vowel has a low first formant, or that an extremely high first 
formant is articulatory extremely effortful. 

Since the phonetic representations are continuous and infinitely variable, 
no numerical mismatches occur in this interface (remember our definition from 
Section 2.1): it is hard to imagine what would constitute a match or a mismatch, 
although speaker–listeners do classify certain tokens as more prototypical 
instances of a phonological category than others (Johnson, Flemming and Wright 
1993; Frieda, Walley, Flege and Sloane 2000). 

5.4  The interface between the auditory-phonetic 
and articulatory-phonetic sublevels

We assume the auditory and articulatory representations to be computed in paral-
lel, which entails that we do not assume the articulatory form to be derived from the 
auditory form. Nevertheless, speaker–listeners possess sensorimotor knowledge, 
that is, knowledge of the relation between auditory events and articulatory gestures. 
An example of sensorimotor knowledge would be that muscles involving the lower-
ing of the jaw need to be active if a vowel with a high first formant is produced. The 
acquisition of this knowledge already begins when an infant starts babbling, and it 
may need to be reorganized at any point in the speaker–listener’s life, for instance if 
she has an (innate or acquired) speech impediment that she aims to resolve.

In Figure 1 above, an arrow connects the Articulatory-Phonetic Sublevel and 
the Output, suggesting the existence of another interface. However, by “Output” 
we mean the sound waves that eventually impinge on the listener’s ear; the tran-
sition from articulation to air pressure differences is inherent to the articulation 
process. It is this Output that feeds into the Contextual Component.

5.5 Mismatches and learnability

One might argue that all mismatches within and between the phonological and 
phonetic interfaces are equal, but from the point of view of the listener/learner, 
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this may not be true. In the same way that many-to-one relations have different 
repercussions for learnability than null-to-one-relations like grammatical gender 
(as argued in Section 2.1), different forms of opacity at the phonological level may 
have different effects as well. A case in point is that phonological processes can 
cause neutralization, meaning that they may cause an underlying contrast to 
be obscured at the surface: in German, final devoicing causes the UF |ʁaːt| Rat 
‘council’ and the UF |ʁaːd| Rad ‘wheel’ both to surface as /ʁaːt/. In perception 
and learning, processing a neutralizing mismatch likely causes more difficulty 
than a non-neutralizing one. For instance, a Dutch listener, upon perceiving the 
surface form /ɦɔnt/, does not have to disambiguate between |ɦɔnd| and |ɦɔnt|, 
as the latter form does not exist. In a sense, neutralization can be regarded as 
a mismatch on its own, in which one representation at the Phonological Level 
corresponds to two lexical entries in the Fund, with different semantic and poten-
tially different morphosyntactic properties. While neutralization only occurs in 
certain prosodic contexts (in this example, the final devoicing process that causes 
the neutralization between Rad and Rat only happens at the end of the phono-
logical word), full homonyms would be another example of opaque relationships 
between items in the lexicon and their semantic and morphosyntactic behaviour, 
whose phonological representations are already indistinguishable in the Fund.

6  The direction of processing: Bottom-up 
phonetic influences

It is noteworthy that only three opaque traits are shared by all thirty languages in 
Hengeveld and Leufkens’ (2018) sample: apposition, cross-reference, and phono-
logical alternations. Hengeveld and Leufkens argue that the former two are exam-
ples of repetition of information, motivated by a need for expressivity, and that 
the latter is motivated by a need for articulatory efficiency. We would like to point 
out that these two motivations are fundamentally very different. The need for 
expressivity only adds information, while the need for efficiency will only change 
or delete information, which might hamper communicative success as well as the 
acquisition process (cf. Section 2). For this reason, the ubiquity of phonological 
alternations in Hengeveld and Leufkens’ sample actually seems much more sur-
prising than the occurrence of the two redundant traits. 

Such efficiency, counterproductive as it may be, is motivated by the force of 
articulatory ease (while taking perceptual clarity into account), so within FDG, it 
involves the representations within the Phonetic Level. The observation that such 
efficiency has become obligatory, as part of the phonological grammar, indicates 
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that the Phonetic Level must interface with the Phonological Level somehow, i.e. 
bottom-up, serving as a bottleneck: auditory and articulatory considerations can 
force categorical processes to occur, and cause loss of phonological substance, 
such as syllables, tones, and words. Examples of this bottom-up influence are 
not only found in reduced speech, but also in the stepwise process of grammat-
icalization. Grammaticalizing constructions usually undergo a rise in frequency, 
which makes them more predictable: the speaker will therefore be more likely to 
expend less articulatory effort to produce the construction, making it more prone 
to phonological reduction and erosion (Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1993; Bybee 
2003; Hopper and Traugott 2003; within FDG: Keizer 2007; Olbertz 2007; Grández 
Ávila 2010). Probably the most well-studied instance of grammaticalization is the 
English periphrastic future marker to be going to: I’m going to is commonly reduced 
to I’m gonna or even imma (a.o. Givón 1979; Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliuca 1994; 
Hopper and Traugott 2003). In this last form, only two syllables remain. In a survey 
of the use of don’t in spoken American English, Scheibman (2000) found that don’t 
was reduced most, to [ə], after the pronoun I and before high-frequency verbs such 
as know. Not only does this reduction display significant segmental deletion, it has 
also lost its prosodic independence: it is no longer a phonological word, but a clitic.

Evidence for the language-specificity of this bottom-up influence is provided, 
for instance, by Wanrooij and Raijmakers (2020, under review), who show that 
languages have their own reduction rules: German and Dutch infinitive verbs both 
end in |ən|, but under reduction, German infinitives undergo schwa deletion and 
consecutive assimilation of consonants (e.g. haben |haːbən| ‘to have’ is reduced 
from haː.bən to haːb.n > haːb.m > haːm.m > haːm (Kohler 1996)) whereas in Stand-
ard Dutch hebben the word-final /n/ is deleted. We interpret this observation as 
evidence that the influence of phonetics on phonology must have a place in the 
Grammatical Component: the phonetic process of reduction is grammaticalized 
into language-specific, obligatory phonological rules. Importantly, the Dutch and 
German rules differ for good reason. If the word-final /n/ were dropped from the 
German infinitive |haːbən| (the “Dutch” strategy), we would get the form /haːbə/; 
applying the “German” strategy to the Dutch infinitive |hɛbən| would yield /hɛm/. 
Both of these words already exist in the language: in German, /haːbə/ is the form 
of the first person singular of the same verb, and in Dutch, /hɛm/ is the personal 
pronoun “him”. Both languages, then, show phonetically-based reduction, but 
they do so in a way that minimizes confusion with other lexical items. Hengeveld 
and Mackenzie (this volume) argue that phonetic processes such as reduction, 
assimilation and degemination occur in the Articulator, and that the reduced form 
may eventually become available as a lexical entry through a feedback loop involv-
ing the Contextual Component. While we agree that the Contextual Component is 
indeed relevant in this diachronic entrenchment, the Articulator is not part of the 
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Grammatical Component, and therefore Hengeveld and Mackenzie’s solution fails 
to account for the German and Dutch data by denying that reduction proceeds in a 
language-specific way which takes lexical considerations into account.3 

We model the effect of auditory and articulatory considerations on a prosodic 
representation as a bottom-up influence of the Phonetic Encoding process on the 
Phonological Encoding process, which we believe best explains that a need for 
articulatory ease, as far as it is allowed by lexical and perceptual factors, may 
result in a phonologically reduced representation. Figure 2 shows a modified 
version of Figure 1, now including the bottom-up interface by an arrow from 
the Phonetic Encoding process to the Phonological Encoding process. The grey 
double-sided arrow between the Auditory- and Articulatory-Phonetic Sublevels 
indicates that the latter is not derived unidirectionally from the former, but that 
speaker–listeners do possess knowledge of the relation between these two forms.

Although we place the Phonetic Encoding process outside the Grammatical 
Component because it involves non-discrete representations, we would like to 
stress once more that this process is language-specific, since it is fed by the 
Phonological Level, and since the weighing of lexical, perceptual and artic-

3 As we mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 4, assimilation processes are language-specific too, and 
so is degemination. We therefore argue that these processes do not belong in the Articulator, but 
rather in Phonological Encoding.

Figure 2: The coupling of FDG and the BiPhon model from Figure 1, as proposed by O’Neill 
(2013) and Seinhorst (2014), now including a bottom-up feedback loop from the phonetics to 
the phonology.
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ulatory factors is language-specific. We believe that the introduction of this 
bottom-up bottleneck allows FDG to increase its explanatory adequacy, and 
strengthen its functional nature. We would also like to note that, even though 
the phonological processes and examples that are described in this paper are 
taken from spoken languages, the basic notions extend to sign language as 
well, which is equally subject to the forces of perceptual clarity and articulatory 
ease (a.o. Crasborn 2001; for grammaticalization in sign languages, cf. Pfau and 
Steinbach 2011). 

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed extensions to the FDG model’s architecture 
that were proposed by O’Neill (2013) and Seinhorst (2014), as well as some mis-
matches that may occur between the phonological and phonetic levels of FDG. 
These processes seem to be motivated by perceptual and articulatory consider-
ations, pointing to a bottom-up influence from the phonetics on the phonology. 
We have assumed that mismatches can only occur between discrete units of 
representation, i.e. that mismatches may only occur with and within the Pho-
nological Level; since numerous phonological processes can cause opacity, 
it will be interesting to compare the types of mismatches at the Phonological 
Level with those found at the other levels of representation. Finally, we have 
argued that the tenets of functional phonology, which state that language users 
aim to speak as efficiently as they can while still being understood correctly, 
can be incorporated into FDG through the introduction of a bottom-up influ-
ence from the phonetics to the phonology, increasing the model’s explanatory 
adequacy.
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